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ABSTRACT

The Dirac equation in four dimensions has an intimate

connection with the representations of the group SU(4). This

connection is shown in detail and subsequent properties are

displayed in the continuum as well as in the lattice

description.



I. INTRODUCTION

The Dirac equation was introduced alaoat sixty years
(1)

*go and iaaediately ahown to nicely describe tha propartias

of spin-1/2 feraions. Its physical content as related to the

electromagnetic propertiea of the electron and the anon haa

been exploited to a high degree of accuracy in its second

(2)
quantised version

The aynaotry propartias of feraions «are exhaustively

studied since the early yaara. Tha transformation properties

under the discrete T,P and C oparationa were of high intareat

at the tiae when the structure of weak interactions began to be

(3)
disclosed

In the study of the strong interactions as deacribad

by tha non-abelian colour gauge theory (QCD) it waa firat
(4)

proposed by Wilson to translate field theories onto the

lattice» at tha expanse of Lorents invariance, to investigate

the problea of eonfineaent. The introduction of feraions as

described by tha Dirac equation was not straightforward.

Matsless Dirae fields, whan taken naively, lad to a

proliferation of chiral faraions in tha eontinuua liait. Of

course, several procedures ware soon developed to dispose of

(4)
this problea: Wilson introduced auxilisry taras, vanishing

on the eontinuua and breaking chiral invariance on the lattice;

(5)(6)
tanks, Kogut and Susskind developed a foraallsa where



fermionic degree of freedom were spread over lattice points;

(7)
Brell, Weinstein and Yankielowic* introduced a non-local

derivative on the lattice which allowed the elimination of

redundant components.

The question of how natural this difficulty is for

feraions remains. Whether it translates a characteristic

feature not previously seen or is just an accident of the

description on the continuum is not generally agreed.

A fundamental leap forward was produced by Nielsen and
(8)

Rinomiya :any description of fermions on the lattice

satisfying:

a)locality of the interaction;

b)hermiticity of the hamiltonian;

c)ht»ving currents constructed as bilinears of spinors,

is bound to produce several species of fermions in the

continuum limit. The foundation is related to the topological

properties of the mapping of the continuum onto the lattice.

Currently the practitioners of the game of putting

fermiont on tne lattice play mostly with the alternatives

proposed by Wilson and Banks» Kogut and Susskind.

An important step towards the understanding of the

problem of fermion proliferation as a limit of lattice

(9)
theories was given by Becher and Joos . They proposed to

(10)
adapt to the lattice the JCahler formalism to deal with



feralons in terms of differential foras. It proposea a

point of view which is attractive: differential foras provide

geometrical structures which are easily adapted to the lattice.

The point is that these structures presented a natural SU(4)

degeneracy, and that Rahler's feraions on the lattice

tranacribed the Kogut~Susskind feraions, the nuaber of species

feeing the saae in the continuua.

(11}
Recently, we have shown that this SU(4) structure

is also contained in the original Dirac equation. It arises as

a natural consequence of fact that the algebra of Dirac

aatrices is related to the algebra of the generators of the

SU(4) group. In general, for even dimensions (n) of spsce-tiae,

n/2
we conjecture that the relevant groups are SU(2 ). We have

been able to show how the proliferation of degrees of freedoa

on the lattice is related to the aixing of ainiaal left ideals

of the Dirac algebra.

Several points of our arguaents deaerve however

further consideration. Aaong thea, the aeaning of Lorents

invariance in algebraic teras, and the relationship of the

(12)
Cartan subalgebra of the group in mny representation of the

Dirac aatrices to syaaetry operations.

The plan of the article is as follows. In Section II

we expand in detail the arguaents leading to relate the Dirac

algebra of 4x4 aatrices to the Lie algebra of the generators of



the unitary group SU(4). The notion of Cartan subalgebra or
(13)

trunk is explicitcd and its connection with the usual

eoncapt of "representation" for the Dirac Matrices displayed.

The notion of invariance and covariance under a change of

"representation" and Lorents transformations is presented in

some detail.

Section III develops the study of ideals, and in

particular, minimal left (and right) ideals for the Dirac

algebra. The connection between ideals and "representations" is

•aphasised. We also try to establish a link between the

discrete operations of space (*) and time inversion (T ) of

spinors and the transformation of projection operators on

ideals. We believe that these properties are quite relevant to

the understanding of the physical properties of spin-1/2

fermions, and to the alternative choices to their description

by four component spinors.

In Section IV we examine the translation of the tr99

theory onto the lattice. We deal with the proliferation problem

in two dimensions (four dimensions constitute a simple

extension) and make an analysis r^fTrtd to the importance of

minimal left ideals, and indirectly, of the relevance of the

representation chosen for the Dirac matrices. The idea of the

(9)
"reduction group" in the sense introduced by Becher and Joos

is recalled.



The final Section, V, elaborates on the results

previously afforded, and contains suggestions for further

research, and speculations about the possible physical

relevance of the features displayed.

We emphasize in this article several properties of the

current presentation of the Dirac equation which are not found

in the literature, but can be put into correspondence with the

properties appearing in the differential form construction. The

interested reader in this correspondence will find a detailed

(14)
analysis in the article following the present one

II. THE DIRAC EQUATION, THE ALGEBRA OF DIRAC MATRICES AND SU(4).

In this section we shall mainly deal with the four

dimensional Minkowski space-time description. Our conventions
(15)

are the ones contained in the book by Itzykson and Zuber

The Dirac equation, solution to the problem of time

evolution of a particle

HHx.t) - in |f(x,t) (1)

in the relativistic domain, comes out of a first-order

hamlltonian

H - -icS.$ + emc2 (2)

where the matrices o.(k»l,2,3) and 6 satisfy anticommutition



relations:

{a.,^} - 26_ (3a)

{a., 6} - 0 , i « 1,2,3. (3b)

The Dirac equation nay be referred to as the set of four

coupled linear first-order equations condensed in

(iY° ~ - + ÍY.$ - n)*(x\t) - 0 (A)

«her* in the last step we have adopted the "natural" system of

units 4i«c«l. As usual

V - BÍ (5a)

Y° - B (5b)

( Y \ Y V > - 2gwv. (5c)

The Matrices y , (k*l,2,3), Y°generate the Dirac ring nade out

of their products:

Y° y1 y2 Y3 (6a)

Y0Yl y0Y2 Y0y3 Y1Y2 Y1Y3 Y2Y3 ( 6 b )

Y0YlY2 Y0ylY3 Y0Y2Y3 Y1Y2Y3 ( 6 c )

iY0ylY2Y3 ( 6 d )

In Table I we summarize the properties of these matrices. It is

well known that all these 15 matrices have null trace. A glance

•t Table I readily shows that we can have all matrices

hermitian by multiplying by i(«/ -1 ) all matrices of negative

(15,16)
square. The set so obtained is, via a well-known theorem

a basis set in the space of 4x4 matrices. Calling:
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ç° - Y° (7a)

ç - iY (7b)

çOk . yo Yk f çk* . i y k / (ktl . 1,2,3; k*Z) (7c)

çOk* , Y 0 Y k Y £ t Ç123 „ Y 1 Y 2 Y 3 ( k > l , 1,2,3: k * O (7d)

Ç5 « Y5 . Í YO Yl Y2 Y3 ( 7 e )

together with the identity, any 4x4 matrix II can be written as

M - 11,1 • Maç° • M a Bç°
B • *a&yr.

a*y * M 5ç
5 (8)

with the coefficients obtained through:

MH « j tr(ç
HM) (H - 1,0,...,3,01,...,23,.. .,5).

It is simple to show that Dirac matrices form an algebra. Table

II contains the result of the commutators:

r H K-, HK L
LY ,Y J - C Y (9)

H
and obviously the conditions for x, follow. It is also simple

to verify the Jacobi identity:

CYH,[YK,YL]] * [ Y \ [ Y
H , Y K J J * [ Y K , [ Y \ Y H ] ] - o. (10)

The fo l lowing commutators are seen to vanish from Table I I :

[Y°,YJYk] - 0 (Ha)

[Y°,Y°YJYk] • 0 (Ub)

[Y5,Y°Yk] - 0, j*k , ( l i e )

[YJ,YV] - o, jW*, did)

[Yj,Y°YJYk] - 0 (He)

Y l Y 2 Y 3] . 0 (Hf)



[YV.YV] - 0, jtktl dig)

[YV.YVY*] - 0 (llh)

[ Y ° Y J , Y 5 ] - 0 ( l l i )

rYJYu>YoYJYk^ m 0 ( l l j )

pYJyk^YlY2Y3] m 0 (Ilk)

[vJYk,Y5] - 0 (111)

From the examination of Eqs. (lla)-(llM, we conclude

that it is always possible to have a set of three matrices

which are simultaneously diagonal. Some of these sets are:

Y°Y3»Y1Y2,Y5 (Kramers-Weyl representation)

Y°,Y1Y2,Y°Y1Y2 (Dirac-Pauli representation)

Y1,Y°Y2,Y°Y1Y2 (Mejorana representation)

(17)
Y1Y2Y3,Y1Y2,Y3 (Sheratchandra, Thun and Weisz)

The three diagonal matrices in a given representation

correspond to the only three available ways to have two -1 and

two +1 diagonal elements.

We now have that there are 15 hermitian matrices with

null trace, three of which diagonal, that form an algebra. The

classification of possible matrix algebras was worked out by

(12,13,18)
Lie, Cartan and others . There are just two possible

Lie algebras as the one built starting from the Dirac matrices

and their products, having fifteen elements and three of them

diagonal: the Lie algebrascorresponding to the groups SUÍ4) or

0(6). Our choice favours SU(4) because in two dimensions the



corresponding unitary group is SU(2). We conjecture that for

higher even dimensions the relevant unitary group for the Dirac
n/2

equation is SU(2 ).

The abelian subalgebra is known as Cartan subalgebra
(13)

or trunk . It turns out that any of the "representations" of

the Dirac matrices corresponds to one of the possible choices

within the commuting subsets displayed in Table II and Bqs.

(11).

A change in the "representation" of Dirac matrices

r.eans in this optics that a given set of three diagonal

matrices in an initial Cartan subalgebra transforms into

(4)
another Cartan subalgebra. The Dirac equation is form

invariant under this operation, which can be expressed in terms

of left multiplication by a given matr'x of the ring.

iY y 3 y * - m* (12a)

iYHYy3y* - mY
H* (12b)

iY 'P3 *• . n,^' (12c)

Y'y - Y V ^ Y V 1 (12d)

• • - YH1». ( 1 2 e )

Oiven a "representation", and a solution of the Dirac

equation in it, a change of "representation" keeps the solution

only under a new dress.

In the space of spinors, a representation of a given

group of transformations will also admit an expansion in the
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basis (7a)-(7d). A symmetry transformation, at the same time,

leads to a change of basis. Let us consider the case of Lorents

transformations, for instance. We mean a general homogeneous

coordinate transformation:

x* = Ax. (13)

We then have

iYV -?— *(x -A'V) - m*(x -A'V) (14)
1 ixtr

and the equation is covariant under the transformation (13)

provided

Y1» « a'V*. (15)

Usually, there is another requirement which is imposed: that,

since the matrices are irreducible, there exists a similarity

transformation

Y f m - s"1(A)YmS(A) (16)

and then we have:

iYr — — S(A)<|>(x - A ' V ) - mS(A)iKx - A ^ x 1 ) (17)
3xfr

which is the requirement of invariance for the Dirac equation.

In the first case, we have just how an old situation

is seen in a new coordinate system. The last, Eq. (17), is just

the old situation reproduced in the new coordinate system.

An elementary but instructive example is the

following. Assume a TT/2 counterclockwise rotation around the 3
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axis:

x'l =

x'2

(18a)

(18b)

The original equation, in the Dirac-Pauli representation, is

expanded as follows:

'! \

• (x)

\

id if» + i3
0 1

3 * + i3 •
2 <• 3 3

Í 3 it + i 3 i|> — 3 4» - i 3 i|i
02 13 23 3 «•

* - i 3 * - 3 * - i 3 *
0 3 1 2 2 2 3 1

-iv
0 «• 1 1 2 1 3 2

Und-sr the change of variables (18) we have:

-Í3

0 1 1 4

0 2 1 3

0 3 1 2

- 1 3 \¡> + 3 1 *
0 U 1 1

* i 3 * m*
2 k 3 3 1

'i|i - i 3 ib - m i ( i
2 3 3 4 2

'i|> - i 3 * «mij»
2 2 3 1 3

f* + i3 *
2 1 3 2

(19)

(20a)

(20b)

(20c)

(20d)

(21a)

(21b)

(21c)

(21d)

where 3¿ • — p ^ (k*l,2). The equations (21) have the for» of

the Dirac equation provided:

DP

DP

(22a)

(22b)
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and the solutions of (21) correspond to the system rotated

clockwise */2.

If, besides this, we perform the following change in tyi

eqs.(21) are brought to the form (20), that is, the old

situation translated in the new system.

The analysis above can be taken as an expression of

the SU(4) invariance of the Dirac equation, but is scarcely

related to what happens with the translation onto the lattice,

which we shall consider after dealing further with the

algebraic properties of the Dirac ring.

Ill MINIMAL IDEALS, PROPERTIES AND MEANINGS.

To start with, the definition of an ideal is the
(18)

following . Given a ring (or algebra) with the operation of

multiplication at the left (or commutation), a set of elements

of the ring X(algebra, A) such that, for any member r(a) of

the ring (algebra) we have

rlC Z
(23)

([a,A] d A)

A minimal ideal is an ideal which has no subset with this

property.
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The ideals of the Dirac ring have been studied by
(19)

Corson . In a given "representation", a minimal left ideal

is, for example,formed by Matrices with just one column filled.

For instance:

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

(24)

In a given "representation", characterized by the

Cartan subalgebra which is diagonal, the minimal left ideals

are labelled by the eigenvalues of the Cartan subalgebra

•atrices. For the first column, the corresponding matrices

being

-1
d =
1

d =
-1

-1 -1V

-1

-1

(25)
the eigenvalues are (+++). For the second column, the

eigenvalues are ( + — ) , and (-+-) and (—+) for the third and

fourth columns respectively.

It is possible to define (idempotent) projection
(19) (CS)

operators P, that project precisely on the i-t-.h column

of the "representation" where a Cartan subalgebra (CS) is

diagonal. They satisfy the usual properties of these operators:
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they are hermitian and, besides,

t *lk
k-1

,(cs) r(cs) . p(cs) 6^ (26b)

A minimal left ideal in a given "representation" is

of course not minimal in another. To be precise, let us

exemplify with, in the Pauli-Dirac "representation"

It goes, respectively, in the Kramers-Weyl and Majorana

representations, into the following matrices:

(KW):

We can always write a matrix of the Oirac ring in
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terms of its components in each left ideal. A change of

"representation" leaves its expression invariant:

Y * L C kL
k

(CS)k
where L is the k-th minimal left ideal in the

"representation" where a given Cartan subalgebra CS is

diagonal. In a sense, this is an invariant definition of the

index H, a natural consequence of implementing the change of

"representations" A + B through similarity transformations:

H ~ 1 H
(B)

Thus, for a given H, regardless of the "representation" (and,

consequently, of the Cartan subalgebra chosen as diagonal) the

it

coefficients c of eq.(27) remain the same.
(20)

Minimal left ideals have been used by Rabin to

represent spinors. His trick is simply to put the components of

a spinor at the different rows of a given column; for example,

(29)

The procedure is safe from the standpoint that, since

minimal left ideals are precisely invariant subspaces under
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left multiplication, if we multiply by a Matrix corresponding

to a change of "representation" like (28), we recover again a

minimal left ideal in the new "representation".

From the point of view of minimal left ideals, the

SU(4) invariance of the Dirac equation translates into the

fact that any one out of four minimal left ideals may represent

a spinor. Since we can label minimal left ideals through the

eigenvalue set of the matrices of the Cartan subalgebra, this

can be taken as a kind of "flavour" for each ideal. The point

we shall show later is that the lattice transcription mixes

ideals, which in the continuum evolve independently.

As important or relevant as left ideals are right

ideals. For right ideals, the definition analogous to (23) is

ltd. (30)

For right ideals, an analogue of expression (27) is valid. One

can easily see the following properties:

i) The minimal right ideal represented by a given row of a

representation is orthogonal, by matrix multiplication, to any

but the corresponding minim.il left ideal (column):

RkLl

with u being a complex number.

ii) The left product of a left ideal with a right ideal
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generates a full 4x4 matrix.
(CS)

iii) The set of projection operators W. (ideapotents) is

also the projector by right aultiplication onto a given minimal

right ideal.

The ainiaal left ideal is a kind of invariant subspace

of the algebra. It can be put in correspondence with the spinor

apace. Precisely the SU(4) syaaetry of the Dirac ring is

present in the fact that there are four ainiaal left ideals

which can be put in correspondence to a given spinor. But it

should be remarked that while for spinors a linear

transforaation is represented by a aatrix operating on a

vector, for a ainiaal left ideal, rigorously, the

transforaation proceeds through siailarity, as in (28). (For

right ideals, the corresponding vector space would be that of

adjoint spinors or row Matrices).

To throw aore light on the physical aeaning of the

decomposition in ainiaal left ideals, we aake the following

observation. The aultiplication table for the matrices in the

trunk (or Cartan subalgebra) (see eqs. (25)) is precisely the

one of the abelian "four group" constructed out of parity and

time inversion. This group is abelian, but not cyclic. Since

the group is Abelian, its irreducible representations are one

dimensional and essentially equal the characters, X(R). The set

of matrices in a Cartan subalgebra may be called a "reduction
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(9)
group", to use the naae given by Becher and Joos (and

(17)
introduced in Sharatchandra, Thun and Weisz ). See Table

III. We immediately recognize that the X are precisely the
n

labels introduced for the minimal left (or right) ideals in the

Dirac algebra (Eq. (25)).

A glance at the properties under these operations for

Dirac bilinears is now needed to clarify this Matter further.

As a simple way to understand what happens, we shall use the

behaviour of bilinear expressions as can be found for instance
.. .

in Kallen's book

with

i * S, 0 = 1

«V, 0 . YP

- T, 0 - 0PV

- A, 0 » iYyY5

« P, 0 - Y5.

Table IV reproduces, with some notations changed, the

effect of space inversion or parity (*), tine reversal ( T ) ,

charge conjugation (K) and its product ( K I T ) .

If we apply these results to the combination that

gives the idempotents corresponding to the first column (or

minimal left ideal labelled by (•••)) we get the results which
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«re summarized in table V for several "representations" of the

Dirac algebra. The conclusion is that under discrete operations

there is a Mixing of minimal ideals. In other terns, if a

spinor is represented by a given left minimal ideal, under

these operations it goes into another. This behaviour manifests

spectacularly on the lattice, as we shall show in the next

section.

To conclude with our analysis, the SU(4) structure

apparent for the Dirac ring of matrices is put into evidence

through the discrete operations which are incorporated to the

Lorentz group as an invariance group for spin-1/2 particles.

The possible representations of a spinor through a minimal left

ideal of the Dirac algebra where related, as we have shown, to

a Cartan subalgebra or trunk of the SU(4) Lie algebra, and

cannot be considered as equivalent under these operations.

IV. DIRAC FERMIONS ON THE LATTICE.

In this section we shall analyze the problem of

proliferation of degrees of freedom in the continuum limit of

the lattice treatment of fermions. We shall concentrate mainly

in the two-dimensional case, since what is essential to the

understanding of the problem already appears at that level. We
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be rather elementary in our exposition. A short version of it

(11)
is contained in our previous article , and its version for

the Kahler version of Dirac equation is given in the companion

(14)
article . The elements for the two-dimensional treatment are

found in Appendix I.

In what we refer in the Appendix as the Dirac-Pauli

representation, the Dirac equation is:

i 3 -m
0

-a
0 . (32)

Writing

,n
0 1

ikn a - iun ae 1 0 (33)

where a is the link length of a rectangular bidimensional

lattice and n , n are the coordinates of a site, substituting

the derivatives by finite differences we have:

" Vv l fBi ) ]" 2i
mVvV

vvv l ) ] --¿
i (n ,n )
2 0 1

(34b)
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In terms of the proposed solution, Eq. (33)

in m \ sin ka _
- m f c - c • 0

a / i a 2

sin ka c » O .
2

For the equation to have a solution:

sin oía

(35a)

(35b)

(36)

The solutions corresponding to positive and negative energy are

• • ( V B i } ' c+

\

sin coa-ma
sin ka

exp £ikn a - in w+a3(37a)

> (n ,n ) • c
" 0 1

sin
sin ka

exp [ikn a + in u>_a](37b)

Let us concentrate on the positive-energy solution (37a). We

have four continuum limits for the massless case:

\¡i ( n , n ) • c
+ , 0 0 0 1 + f 0 0

exp [ia ka- inou>+(k)a
#] (38a)

ID • - k ' , ka • if - k ' a :

(n ,n ) - c
OTT 0 i

1 \ n
(-1) • n l 3 - ino<u+(k')a]

(38b)
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n

(-1) + iü)'(k)noa]

(38c)

to - ~ -

••.w/W " C+,
^xpf-in k'a +iüj'(k')n ai .u 1 + OTTTT

(38d)

Notice that (38b,c,d) are obtained (up to a phase) from (38a)

by space inversion, time inversion and both. In principle all

solutions are of positive energy, and, of course, positive

chirality, since we are in two dimensions and the hamiltonian

of the Dirac equations is proportional to Y .

Let us now use the covariance under multiplication

by any generating matrix of SU(2). To begin with, apply Y5

(39)
iAo

- i A
i

-m

1

iA

- i A

1

o " m J

where A , A are shorthands for the finite differences in

(34a,b). The compatibility condition is again satisfied but the

system (35) is now:

ka 0 . (40b)

I t looks as in (33), provided <D+-U), k-> -k . In shor t , we may wr i t e :

n +n.
(n t n > - (-1)

00 0 1
(41a)



Analogously, we obtain:

n

,oo
o

(no,n ) - (-1) * (n ,n )

»00
(-1)

23

(41b)

(41c)

We can then construct table VI by repeated application of these

results. Notice that, though we have used the Dirac - Pauli

"representation", the table is the same in any

"representation". We are now able to make the identification of

these continuum limits with the ideals of the Dirac ring in the

Dirac-Pauli "representation". We need the values of the

projectors for the minimal left ideals given in the Appendix.

The component of $+00 in the first minimal left ideal

is:

- \(t *2 + ("D *• ) (42a)
+» 0 0 +»OirY *

+.00

The other component in the first minimal left ideal is:

- Y 5 ) *
00

-|(-l)n V
+» 1 r0

(42b)

For the second minimal left ideal we have:

<*.»> . -Y°Y°)n,0 0 - l ( * + t O O -(-i) i* +, o i r)

(42c)

(42d)

We see that the function, eigenfunction of the discretized

hamiltonian at the continuum limit, with values at the origin
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of the Brillouin zone, is a combination of two ideals in the

Dirac algebra.

The traditional treatment that can be found, for
(5)

instance, in the review article by Kogut , uses the Kramers-

Veyl representation. We take from that review the Figure 1

below where, after the spin diagonalization by Kawamoto and
(22)

Smit the fermions are represented on a lattice by two

superimposed lattices, on which the degrees of freedom are

distributed as seen.

Kogut works in the Euclidean domain, with the

following representation for the Dirac matrices:

» - -i

Kogut shows that the action on the lattice can be

written in diagonal form with two fermion "flavours", by

defining:

h
u • (x(l) " ix(l')Y ) I I (43a)

u - — (X(2)Y° " X(2f)Y!)( ) (43b)
2 /T
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d - — (X(l) + i X í D Y 5 ) I ) (43c)
/2 \ O

-= (X(2)Y° + XU')*1) [ j . (43d)

X(k) are independent components of a spinor in two dimensions.

Recalling the properties of the idempotents (see Appendix) we

have, in the continuum limit, for instance:

u - — •. .. - i(-l) ° %. I (44)
1 /2 L +» 0 0 +»irirJ

and equivalent expressions. We can make, in the limit, the

identification of the continuum limits of the naive fermion

treatment with the Kogut-Susskind reduction of fermions on the

lattice.

The relationship also translates the content of the
(17)

"reduction group" of Sharatchandra, Thun and Veisz which is

the implementation of Table VI.

In four dimensions, everything goes in the same way.

Just for being specific»the basic relations are:

n.+n +n,

y°* - (-1) * V . , (44a)
+ ,0000 r + , Quint

no+n2+n3

••...« ( 4 4 b )

n.+n.+n,
2ll (1)V2lll • (-1) !b

T v+,0000 v *+,vnov (44c)

nft+n,+n,
Y3* - (-1) * (44d)
' v+,0000 v ' w+,irifito-
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It just demands industrious work to produce the

equivalent of Table VI. Again, everything is linked to Ref.(l7).

Now we have four "flavours", instead of the sixteen

corresponding to the naive fermion approach. As Sharatchandra

(17)
et. al. showed, the Kogut-Susskind fermions realize the

minimal spreading of spin-1/2 degrees of freedom through the

reduction group.

V. DISCUSSION AND TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS.

We have tried in this article to support the view that

the relationship between a unitary group (SU(4)) and the

description of spin-1/2 fermions in four dimensions may be of

relevance for the understanding of the physical properties of

these particles.

For this, we have exhibited in some detail the

features of the algebra of Dirac matrices and their products

and its connection with the Lie algebra of SU(4). The role of

the Cartan subalgebra or trunk has been shown in the definition

of the "representation" in which the Dirac equation is written

•nd spinor solutions are obtained.

We have also looked at the purely algebraic properties

that allow to define ideals, its relation to the given

"representation" and the construction of sets of (idempotent)
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projection operators on them. We have analyzed the link between

the Cartan subalgebra and the discrete operations of space

inversion, time inversion and their product, that transform

idempotents among them. We think that it became apparent the

meaning of the reduction group of Becher and Joos, and

of Sharatchandra, Thun and Weisz as related to the Cartan

subalgebras or trunks we have considered.

All this seems to be of importance for the

understanding of the proliferation of spin 1/2 particles in the

continuum limit of massless particles described on the lattice.

We have shown this by emphasizing the relation between the

Kogut-Susskind treatment of fermions on the lattice and the

characterization in terms of ideals of the solutions of the

Dirac equation near different edges of the first Brillouin

zone. Needless to stress, the "chiral" projection operators on

ideals in the "chiral" Kramers-Weyl "representation" are

relevant.

There is undoubtedly more work to be performed.

Our results show and use a close connection with the

description of fermions with differential forms, as presented

(14)
in the ensuing article . The analogy however is not yet

complete.

The generalization to higher even dimensions and

presumably to any (integer) number of dimensions may be
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considerably helped by the analogy. For instance, the fact that

in three dimensions a pair of SU(2) groups is needed for the

treatment of fermions nay be simply connected to that the eight

basic differential forms split naturally in two sets of four

related by the operation of adjoint. It is easy to enlarge

these considerations to other dimensions, and work along this

line is in progress. As stated before, our conjecture is that

for even dimensions the unitary group whose Lie algebra is

n/2
related to the corresponding Dirac matrices is SU(2 ) whereas

for odd dimensions it is SU(2 ) x SU(2 ).

A main point raised by our study is how crucial is the

understanding of the relation of spin-1/2 fermions to a unitary

group. Is, in the real world, properly speaking, an electron an

SU(4) object? This may not be a silly question and we think a

hint on it may be provided by the following observation. The

square of the operator of time reversal, which is antiunitary,

produces a minus sign in the usual treatment of spinors. It is

the fourth power which brings back to the original description.

This is reminiscent of the situation in non-relativistic

quantum mechanics with spin-1/2 particles. A rotation of 2ir

generates a minus sign, which was only relatively recently

(23)
checked experimentally , through careful and nice

experiments involving slow neutrons.

In the euclidean regime, a 2n rotation along any_ axis
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produces a change of sign for spin-1/2 particles. In the same

sense as a physical rotation meant an incomplete rotation on

SU(2), it may be that the minus sign in time reversal in the

real world translates that what we need is a complete SU(4)

rotation, which, of course, cannot be approximated by (or

inside of) SU(2). The matter is complicated since to devise an

•xperiment eventually to check this property must involve a

kind of space-time rotation (a Lorentz transformation, in

fact) in Minkowski space.

We think that several of the results we present under

separate addresses may be perhaps globally phrased in a more

sophisticated language. This is perhaps a rewarding task for

the future.
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APPENDIX

The Diraç equation in two dimensions

To stick to the conventions in four dimensions, we

shall call theDirac-Pauli representation the one in which y° *•

diagonal, and the Kramers-Weyl representation the one with y5

hermitian and diagonal.

• - • (•::)

ia
2

(A-l)

ia2

(A-2)

The commutator algebra of the hermitian matrices is the one of

the generators of SU(2), as is well known. The solution to the

Dirac equations are
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i) Dirac-Pauli

ikx-iut

u - ±(k2 • m2)
1/2

ii) Kra»«rs-Wtyl

•±(k,x) - c*

m
k+w

ikx-iut

(A-3)

(A-3a)

(A-4)

w - ± (k2 • m 2)
1/2

Minimal left ideals

o

1

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

1

o

o

1

Dirac-Pauli

\it *

•¿(-Y1 • Y 5)

•JÍY1 • Y 5)

Krawers-Weyl

~(H • Y5)

1)

- Y5)
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•JÍ-Y1 • Y5)

* Y5)

j(l • Y5)

- Y5Y5)

|(Y° • Y1) \

-1 -1

|(-Y° • Y1) \

-1

-1

1 -1

-1 1

1,
2

A complementary table is the following:

Dirac-Pauli

1 0

0 0

0 0

1 0

0 1

o o

0 0

0 1

1 1

-1 1

Jl
2

1
2

1 -1

-1 1

1 -1

1 -1

1 1

-1 -1

1 1

1 1

1 0

0 0

0 0

1 0

0 1

0 0

0

0

o

1
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H T U II x

<Y ) (Y ) (Y )
t

(Y

Y° Y° Y° Y° 1

Yk(k-1,3) -yk Yk "Yk -1

Y2 Y2 "Y2 "Y2 "I

Y°Yk(k-l,3) Y°Yk Y°Yk Y°Yk 1

Y°Y2 -Y°Y2 -Y°Y2 Y°Y2 Í

yly2 yly2 ~YXY2 -Y!Y2 -I

yly3 -Y2Y3 Y!Y3 -Y!Y3 -J

y Y Y Y — y ̂  Y ̂  •• y ̂* y • í

•yO^-^2 Y°Y1Y2 _Y0ylY2 _Y0YlY2 _̂J

y0y2y3 y0y2Y3 _Y0Y2y3 _y0y2Y3 _j|

yly2y3 _yly2y3 _yly2y3 Y 1 Y 2 Y 3 i

ÍY°Y1Y2Y3 iY°Y
1Y2Y3

 Í Y ° Y 1 Y 2 Y 3 ÍY°Y1Y2Y3 1
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TABLE V

Transformation of idempotents under parity, time reversal and

their product.

7T T ITT
i) Kramers-Weyl representation:

ii) Dirac-Pauli representation:

iii) Majorana representation:

iv) Sharatchandra, Thun and Weisz:

++++ +-+- +•— +—+
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